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BE A BETTER TRIAL LAWYER
We are the resource to help you in your mission to do
what truly matters...fight and win for your clients.

Score One for the First Amendment

Score one for the First Amendment. Steve Gursten of Michigan Auto Law and chair of the Auto Crash Litigation 3.1
conference (April 2-3) wrote in his blog that Dr. Rosalind Griffin, DME, who happens to sit on the Attorney Discipline
Board, conducted the defense exam on his client who had been seriously injured in a truck accident in Jackson County,
Michigan. In testifying, Dr. Griffin made statements that misrepresented the statements made by the client in the video taped
exam. When Mr. Gursten challenged the Doctor, she wavered some on her statements.
As a creative trial lawyer and defender against bullies, Mr. Gursten asked his blog readers to compare what my client told Dr.
Griffin during her recorded examination with what she later testified he told her - and then asked the readers to decide if she
was willfully committing perjury when she was under oath, and if this was an egregious... read more

Animation Contributes to $5.95M Settlement

Settlement for a Minor - Know ALL the Options

When a truck plowed a car off the highway causing it to roll over
and result in life-altering injuries for the victim, Tauber Law
Offices thought - how do we show how horrific this accident was to
the clients sitting in the car. They wanted graphics that would
"shock and awe" the viewer for both mediation and trial. And it had
to be scientifically accurate.

There are few things scarier to a parent than when a child is injured
in an auto accident. When you add a financial award into the mix, it
can be overwhelming for the family. As a Settlement Planner, I
often come across attorneys with clients who are confused about
which settlement options are available for minors, and how the
options stack up against each other. Financial decisions made now
can have a long-term impact on a minor, and in many instances,
there are state-specific or even county-specific requirements that
dictate which investment options are applicable.

The Tauber firm contacted High Impact and its team of forensic
artists and technicians to help. High Impact rendered 3D models of
the two vehicles and recreated the physics of the incident to deliver
an animation that captures the scene from multiple angles including a first-person perspective of the driver in the vehicle that
rolled over. The artists also compiled custom illustrations and
animations into an interactive Digital Injury Summary exhibit that
conveyed the totality of the victim's life-altering injuries.
The owner of the trucking company and... read more

Making the Recommendation
The investment recommendation depends on three main factors:
the age of the minor, the amount of the award, and future health
considerations. A minor with relatively limited injuries or one
receiving an award due to the injury or death of a loved one will
have different needs than a catastrophically... read more
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The Trial Skills Retreat will change the
way you evaluate and work your cases.
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Your auto practice will soar from what
you learn at Auto Crash Litigation 3.1.
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